Program of Sectional Meetings, JAIR Annual Convention 2011

◆ November 11 (Friday) Sectional Meetings A (15:45~17:15)
Sectional Meetings A / B (15:45~19:30)
Sectional Meetings B (17:30~19:30)

A-1. Japanese Diplomatic History I (SHOJI Jun’ichiro)

《New Perspectives on the Postwar Japanese Diplomacy》

Chair: SHOJI Jun’ichiro

Speakers:

NOZOE Fumiaki (Hitotsubashi University)

TAKEDEX Yu (Niigata University)

SHINSUKE Tomotsugu (Nagoya College)
“South Polar Exploration and the post WWII Japan--Antarctic used to be of the utopian idealism to Japan?”

Discussants: INOUE Toshikazu (Gakushuin University)

A-2. International Political History in Europe/European Studies I (SUZUKI Kazuto)

《Imagining Peace in Europe》

Chair: SUZUKI Kazuto (Hokkaido University)

Speakers:

OKUBO Akira (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science)
“Historiography of the Paris Peace Conference and the Treaty of Versailles of 1919”

TAKEZAWA Yukiko (Osaka Jogakuin College)
“Decision Making on "War on Terrorism" in Norway: The Case of Iraq Dispatch: Dilemma between the Pacifist Norms and the Influence on the US”

Discussants:

MASUDA Minoru (Ritsumeikan University)
OSHIMA Miho (Tsuda College)
A-3. American Politics and Diplomacy I (AONO Toshihiko)

《US Diplomacy during the Cold War》

Chair: AONO Toshihiko (Hitotsubashi University)

Speakers:
MATSUMOTO Saho (Nagoya City University)
“US and the Vatican during the early Cold War: Roosevelt, Truman and Pius XII”
TAKEMOTO Shuhei (Tokyo University of Foreign Studies)

Discussant:
SHIBAYAMA Futoshi (Kwansei Gakuin University)
KURASHINA Itsuki (Akita International University)

A-4. East Asian Studies I (HOSHINO Masahiro)

《China in Allies’ Eyes》

Chair: YUZAWA Takeshi (Hosei University)

Speakers:
FUKUDA Junich (The University of Tokyo)
“US perception for China: from the standpoint of the US-Japan Alliance”
SATAKE Tomohiko (National Institute for Defense Studies)
“Australia’s perception for China: a brief review of the current debate”

Discussants: MASUDA Masayuki (National Institute for Defense Studies)

A-5. Theories and Methods I (SUZUKI Motoshi)

《Frontiers of Quantitative Analyses》

Chair: SUZUKI Motishi (Kyoto University)

Speakers:
KURIZAKI Shuhei (Texas A&M University)
“Signaling and Perception in International Crises: Two Approaches”
YUKAWA Taku (Japan Society for the Promotion of Science), YOSHIMOTO Iku (University of Tokyo)
“Do Dense Networks Promote International Policy Diffusion?: A Multi-Agent Simulation Analysis”
IWANAMI Yukari (University of Rochester)
“Voting of the UN Security Council”
Discussant: IIDA Keisuke (University of Tokyo)

A-6. Transnational I (IIZASA Sayoko)

《Music, Sound and International Politics》
Chair: HIRANO Ken-ichiro (Japan Center for Asian Historical Records)
Speakers:
HANZAWA Asahiko (Meiji Gakuin University)
“Across the borders: Music, Sound and Transnational Relations”
TOMTSU Haruo (Defense Academy)
“Sir Edward Elgar’s War and Empire”
HOSODA Haruko (Nihon University)
“Pau Casals and International Politics”
Discussant:
HIRANO Ken-ichiro (Japan Center for Asian Historical Records)
KATAYAMA Morihide (Keio University)

A/B. Latin America (SUGIYAMA Tomoko)

《Soft Power and Peace-building: Endogenous Development for Peace from the View-point of Japan and Latin America》
Chair: SUGIYAMA Tomoko (Aichi Gakuin University)
Speakers:
ASAKA Sachie (Nanzan University)
ODAGIRI Tashika (Keio University)
“Japan’s Environmental Diplomacy and Comprehensive Security”
OTA Masato (Kinjo-gakuin University)
“Japan’s Security Policy as Soft Power: Compare to European Policies after 9.11”
WATANABE Yorizumi (Keio University)
“Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA) between Japan and some Latin American countries: Creating New Business Environment across the Pacific”
POTTER David M. (Nanzan University)
“Human Security and Japan’s Official Development Assistance”

Discussants:
FUTAMURA Hisanori (Nagoya University)
MITSUHASHI Toshimitsu (Toyo Eiwa University)

B-1. International Integration I (YOSHITAKE Nobuhiko)

《Regionalism and States》

Chair: YOSHITAKE Nobuhiko (Takasaki City University of Economics)
Speakers:
HIRAKAWA Sachiko (Waseda University)
“Post-war Regionalisms in Southeast Asia: Crossroads of Bandung, Non-alignment, and ASEAN”
TAKEDA Ken (The University of Bristol)
Discussants:
KANEKO Yoshiki (Dokkyo University)
WASHIE Yoshikatsu (Doshisha University)

B-2. International Security I (ISHIKAWA Taku)

《Investigations of Iraq WMD Intelligence: The Cases of the US and the UK》

Chair: OCHIAI Kotaro (Tokyo University of Technology)
Speakers:
KOBAYASHI Yoshiki (Keio University)
“Intelligence Community Reform in the United States after 2004”
OKUDA Yasuhiro (Aichi Prefectural University)
“British Inquiries into Prewar Intelligence on Iraq: In the Context of Intelligence Oversight”
Discussants:
OCHIAI Kotaro (Tokyo University of Technology)
KOTANI Ken (The National Institute for Defense Studies)

B-3. International Political Economy I (YAMADA Atsushi)

《Theoretical Analysis of the Dynamics of International Competition and Cooperation》
B-4. Foreign Policy Making I (GABE Masaaki)
Chair: GABE Masaaki (University of the Ryukyus)
Speakers:
FUJITA Taisuke (Keio University)
“Veto Players in International Politics: A Case study on Inter-Governmental Organizations in the Asia-Pacific Region”
HIRAMATSU Jun’ichi(Takushoku University)
“Covert Action/Covert or Clandestine Operations in US Foreign Policy Formulation: Why the Discrete Disciplines as Military and Intelligence Matter?”
Discussant: HOSHINO Eiichi (University of the Ryukyus)

B-5. International Exchange (TOMARU Junko)
《Disasters and Cultural Changes: after the Great East Japan Earthquake》
Chair: TOMARU Junko (Waseda University)
Speakers:
SUGIMURA Miki (Sophia University)
“Role of Internationalization of Higher Education and International Cultural Exchange after the Great East Japan Earthquake”
HORIUCHI Megumi (Obirin University)
“Transformation of Culture over nuclear power generation: as a case of the Great East Japan Earthquake”
Discussants:
HIRANO Kenichiro (Japan Center for Asian Historical Records, National Archives of Japan)
OHTSU Sadayoshi (Emeritus Professor, Kobe University)
B-6. The Research Caucus for Junior Researchers and Graduates Students (ATAKA Hiroaki)

《JAIR-BISA Collaborative Panel: Towards a Post-Western IR: Theoretical, Empirical, Historical Considerations》

Chair: ATAKA Hiroaki (Ritsumeikan University)

Speakers:
- VASILAKI Rosa (University of Bristol)
  “Provincializing IR?: The Challenge of the Post-Western Project”
- SHIRAKAWA Shunsuke (Japan Society of Promotion of Science)
  “A Culturally Sensitive Approach to Human Rights and Its Implication to World Order: From a Liberal Nationalist Perspective”
- SABARATNAM Meera (London School of Economics and Political Science)
  “Plural Consciousness and the Recovery of Subjecthood: Decolonising Political Analysis”

Discussants:
- TOSA Hiroyuki (Kobe University)
- SHIMIZU Kousuke (Ryukoku University)

◆November12 (Saturday) Sectional Meetings C (13:30~15:10)

C-1. International History of East Asia (IECHIKA Ryoko)

《Rebuilding the International Relations of Postwar East Asia: 1950's - 1960's》

Chair: IECHIKA Ryoko (KEIAI University)

Speakers:
- ISHIKAWA Masato (Rikkyo University)
  “Taiwan's Role in the Normalization Talks between Japan and Korea: Nationalist China's Regional Vision of Northeast Asia in the 1960's”
- YAMAKAGE Subaru (WASEDA University)
  “China's Recognition toward U.K in the 1950's: From ‘an Approval Country’ to ‘an Acolyte to U.S’”

Discussants:
- ANAMI Yusuke (TOHOKU University)
KAWASHIMA Shin (The University of Tokyo)

C-2. Southeast Asia (TAKAHASHI Masaki)
Chair: TAKAHASHI Masaki (Niigata University of International and Information Studies)
Speakers:
    HASEGAWA Takuya (Tsukuba University)
    “Local Governance and International Assistance: The Case of Solok District, West Sumatera Province”
Andrea Pressello (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS))
    “Japanese Diplomacy during the Cambodian Conflict, 1979-1984: Japan’s Southeast Asian Policy and the End of Détente”
IHARA Nobuhiro (Kobe University)
Discussant: SUDO Sueo (Nanzan University)

C-3. Africa (ENDO Mitsugi)
Chair: END0 Mitsugi (University of Tokyo)
Speaker:
    TAKAI Ryousuke (Waseda University)
    “Democratization and Rule of Law in Africa: An Empirical Case Study of Ghana”
MASUKO Takehisa (Hitotsubashi University)
    “The Horn of Africa and the Cold War between the United States and Soviet Union: The Case of the Ogaden conflict in 1977”
Discussants: SAKAMOTO Takuto (University of Tokyo)

C-4. International Integration II (YOSHITAKE Nobuhiko)
《An Analysis of the Internal and External Policies of the EU》
Chair: FUKUDA Koji (Waseda University)
Speakers:
    KOJIMOTO Hideo (Hirosaki University)
    “EU Regional Policy and Macro-regional Strategies: An Examination from a Cross-scale Governance Model Perspective”
HIGASHINO Atsuko (University of Tsukuba)
    “Turkey as the West' discourse and Turkey's accession to the European Union”
Discussants:
USUI Yoichiro (Niigata University of International and Information Studies)
HACHIYA Machiko (University of Kyushu)

C-5. International Security II (ISHIKAWA Taku)

《Alliance: Utility or Liability?》

Chair: ISHIKAWA Taku (National Defense Academy)
Speakers:
KONDA Naomi (Aoyama Gakuin University)
“Anxiety of Great Powers and Influence of Lesser Allies: The Case of U.S.-West German
Relations in the Berlin Crises”
KURASHINA Itsuki (Akita International University)
“Transformation of US-European Relations and Nuclear Proliferation to West Germany”

Discussant:
MIYAMOTO Mitsuo (Seikei University)
TSUZAKI Naoto (Kyoto University)

C-6. Foreign Policy II (GABE Masaaki)

《Theory and Practice on Regional Conflicts》

Chair: GABE Masaaki (University of the Ryukyus)
Speakers:
ABE Yuki (German Institute for Japanese Studies)
“A Constructivist Analysis on the Clash of Norms in Humanitarian Interventions”
NISHIZUMI Yusuke (Chuo University)
“Regional Conflicts in the Post-Cold War World and U.S. Domestic Politics: Focusing on the
Kosovo Conflict and the Chechen Conflicts”

Discussants: KAMIMURA Naoki (Hiroshima City University)

C-7. Transnational II (IIZASA Sayoko)

《Transnational Development of International Society》

Chair: KATSUMATA Hiro (Waseda University)
Speakers:
HATTORI Takash (Research Institute of Economy, Trade and Industry)
“Constructing the APEC Regime”
CROSS Kyoko (Kobe University)
“Adopting Transitional Justice and Normative Pluralism: An Analysis of the Transnational Diffusion of Localised Model”
FURUUCHI Yohei (Kio University)
“Structures of Transnational Networks and International Distribution of Opportunities: A Case Study of Transnational Reparations Requirements Network”
Discussant: KATSUMATA Hiro (Waseda University)

C-8. Peace Studies (NOZAKI Takahiro)

《Militarization and Demilitarization in North-East Asia》
Chair: NOZAKI Takahiro (Osaka University of Economics and Law)
Speakers:
IKEO Yasushi (Ritsumeikan University)
“Towards demilitarization in North-East Asia: From viewpoint of Okinawa”
NAKATO Sachio (Ritsumeikan University)
“Toward Denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula: Focusing on North Korea's Foreign Policy Behavior”
Discussant: SATO Shiro (Kyoto University)

C-9. Gender Studies (ISOZAKI Noriyo)

《Regionalism and Gender Issues》
Chair: ISOZAKI Noriyo (Gakushuin University)
Speakers:
SUZUKI Noriko (Toyo University)
“The Expansion of Political Rights for Women in France: Influences of the EU Policy and an Enactment of the 'Loi Parité’”
NAKAMURA Ayako (Tohoku University)
“Regional Organizations as Norm Interpreters and the Diffusion of Human Rights Norms: Anti-Human Trafficking Policies within ASEAN and the EU”
Discussant:
OGAWA Ariyoshi (Rikkyo University)
KARATANI Rieko (Kansai University)

C-10. Environmental Studies (SAKAGUCH Isao)

《Global Environmental Governance and International Negotiation: Seeking for More Effective
Institutional Mechanisms

Chair: SAKAGUCHI Isao (Gakushuin University)
Speakers:
- TAMURA Kentaro (Institute for Global Environmental Strategies)
- ZUSMAN Eric (Institute for Global Environmental Strategies)
  “The Political Economy of Climate Change Policy in China: Toward a Coherent Explanation for Policy Coherence”
- IGUCHI Masahiko (Tokyo Institute of Technology)
  “A Study on Institutions to Mitigate Greenhouse Gas Emissions from the Road Transport Sector”
- MATSUO Makiko (University of Tokyo)
  “The Development and the Effectiveness of International Food Regulation: the Case of Genetically Modified Foods”
Discussants:
- HARASHIMA Yohei (Takushoku University)
- OKIMURA Tadashi (University of Shimane)
- WATANABE Tomoaki (Kyushu University)

◆ November 13 (Sunday) Sectional Meetings D (9:30~11:00)
- Sectional Meetings D/E (9:30 ~12:45)
- Sectional Meetings E (11:15~12:45)

D-1. East Asian Studies Ⅱ (HOSHINO Masahiro)

《The Taiwan Factor in the Politics of the People’s Republic of China : Analyses from Cases of the 1950s》

Chair: ISOBE Yasushi (Keio University)
Speakers:
- YAMAGUCHI Shinji (National Institute for Defense Studies)
  “The Taiwan Problem and Domestic Politics in the PRC during the 1950s”
- FUKUDA Madoka (Kokushikan University)
  “The Campaigns for “Liberating Taiwan” at the Front Line in Fujian(1954-1957)”
D-2. Middle East I (YOKOTA Takayuki)

《New Perspectives on Comparative Politics in the Gulf States》

Chair: YOKOTA Takayuki (Nihon University)
Speakers:
MURAKAMI Takuya (Embassy of Japan in the Sultanate of Oman)
“Development and Conclusion of the Protest in Oman in 2011: As a Case of the De-Escalation of Conflict”
MATSUO Masaki (Utsunomiya University)
“Comparative Studies on National Integration in the Gulf States: Cultural Resources and its Consumption, Production, and Circulation”
TSUJIGAMI Namie (University of Kochi)
“Comparative Studies on National Integration in the Gulf States: Gender as Part of Cultural Resources”
Discussant: MATSUMOTO Hiroshi (Daito Bunka University)

D-3. Theories and Methods II (SUZUKI Motoshi)

《International Comparisons of International Relations Theories》

Chair: OHTA Hiroshi (Waseda University)
Speakers:
KUZUYA Aya (Meiji Gakuin University)
“Realism in the defeated nations: The Cases of Japan and West Germany in 1960’s and 1970’s”
MIYAZAKI Hiroshi (Kyoto Sangyo University)
“Comparison between British, American and Japanese IR Theories from Epistemological Perspective: Historical, Systematic and Cultural Dimensions”
Discussant: SHIMIZU Koseke (Ryukoku University)

D-4. International Security III (ISHIKAWA Taku)

《Reason and Emotion in Security》

Chair: KONNO Shigemitsu (Toyo Eiwa University)
Speakers:

SHIBASAKI Atsushi (Komazawa University)
“Fear and World Politics: Dialogue between Urge theory and IR theory”

OBAYASHI Kazuhiro (Hitotsubashi University)
“Why Did the LRA Continue Abduction?: An Intra-group Politics Approach”

Discussants:

Takahashi Ryosuke (Saga University)
KONNO Shigemitsu (Toyo Eiwa University)

D-5. International Political Economy II (YAMADA Atsushi)

《Changes and New Theories of American Political Economy》

Chair: YAMADA Atsushi (Hitotsubashi University)

Speakers:

TOMITA Terumasa (University of Tokyo)

UENO Eriko (Gakushuin University)
“Disaggregating the American Business Cycles and American Wars, 1930-2009”

Discussants: TAKITA Kenji (Chuo University)

D/E-1. American Politics and Diplomacy II (AONO Toshihiko)


Moderator: MORI Satoru (Hosei University)

Panelists:

KAN Hideki (Seinan Jo Gakuin University)
Fujimoto Hiroshi (Nanzan University)
MATSUOKA Hiroshi (University of Tsukuba)
ITO Yuko (Asia University)
TORIKATA Yuko (Doshisha Women's College)
NOBORI Amiko (National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies)

D/E-2. Russian and East European Studies (NAKANO Junzo)

Chair: NAKANO Junzo (Suzuka International University)

Speakers:
KATAGIRI Toshihiro (Japan Russia Youth Exchange Center)
“The Political Situation in Russia Surrounding the Presidential Election of 2012”

INAHARA Yasuhei (Kanazawa Seiryo University)
“Constitution of Russian Federation and Internationalization”

TOGASHI Kosuke (The University of Tokyo)
“The analysis of Peacebuilding policy of Maskhadov’s regime in Chechnya: 1997-99”

Rahman SHAHHUSEYNLI (Doshisha University)
“Russia’s Strategy toward the South Caucasus: A Mid-term Assessment of the post-2008 Russia-Georgia War”

HYODO Shinji (National Institute for Defense Studies)
“Russia’s Foreign Policy toward the Korean Peninsula: From a Perspective of the Changing China-Russia Relations”

Discussants:
NAGATSUNA Kengo (Asia University)
UENO Toshihiko (Sophia University)
NODA Takehito (Gunma University)
NAKANISHI Hisae (Doshisha University)
NAKANO Junzo (Suzuka International University)

E-1. Japanese Diplomatic History II (SHOJI Jun’ichiro)
《How much did the Great War Change British-Japanese relations? Reconsidering from an Economic and Security Perspective》

Chair: KIMURA Masato (Shibusawa Eiichi Memorial Foundation)

Speakers:
MORIKAWA Masanori (Kobe City University of Foreign Studies)
“The Great War and Anglo-Japanese Economic Diplomacy: A Battle over Trade Restrictions”
NAKATANI Tadashi (Doshisha University)
“Burying an Alliance: Did the United States Make the Anglo-Japanese Alliance End?”

Discussants:
KIMURA Masato (Shibusawa Eiichi Memorial Foundation)
NISHIDA Toshihiro (Sugiyama Jogakuen University)

E-2. International Political History in Europe/European Studies II (SUZUKI Kazuto)
《Brandt’s Foreign Policy from Multiple Perspectives》
Chair: YAMAMOTO Takeshi (Nagoya University of Commerce & Business)
Speakers:
TSUZAKI Naoto (Kyoto University)  
“Willy Brandt's thoughts on the overcoming of the Nazi past and the regeneration of Germany, 1933-1970”
SENNO Tetsuji (Doshisha University)  
“Willy Brandt's Ostpolitik and German-American Relations, 1969-1972”
Discussants: YAMAMOTO Takeshi (Nagoya University of Commerce & Business)

E-3. Middle East Ⅱ (YOKOTA Takayuki)
Chair: YOKOTA Takayuki (Nihon University)
Speakers:
IMAI Shizuka (Kyoto University)  
“Jordan's Economic and Social Development and Transformation of External Trade in the Late 20th Century”
KANAYA Misa (Sophia University)  
“Worker's Protest Movement and its Role in January 25th Revolution in Egypt”
IMAI Makoto (Keio University)  
“Pre-Electoral Coalition Formation in Authoritarian Single-Party Dominance”
Discussants: KITAZAWA Yoshiyuki (Kyoto Sangyo University)

E-4. International Security Ⅳ (ISHIKAWA Taku)
《Humanitarian Assistance and Peace Operations: For Whom?》
Chair: KAMINO Tomoya (Hyogo Earthquake Memorial 21st Century Research Institute)
Speakers:
TOGO Ikuko (The Foundation for Earth Environment)  
“Human Security: Learning from the Experiences of Humanitarian Assistance in the 2004 Sumatra Earthquake”
KUBOTA Norihto (National Defense Academy)  
“Domestic Politics and Their Contribution to International Peace Operations by Developing Countries: The Cases of Fiji and Nigeria”
Discussant:  
KAMINO Tomoya (Hyogo Earthquake Memorial 21st Century Research Institute)  
YAMASHIA Hikaru (The National Institute for Defense Studies)
E-5. Transnational III (IIZASA Sayoko)

《Building a Global Society: Challenges in the New Millennium》

Chair: MIKAMI Takanori (Hirosima Shudo University)

Speakers:

YOSHIDA Haruhiko (Hiroshima City University)
“Redressing International Inequality: Reconsidering Welfare in International Society”

KAWAMURA Akio (Kwansei Gakuin University)
“Emerging Global Society?: Implications of Interaction Between Social Systems, Public Spheres and Identities”

NAGASAWA Yuji (Tohoku Bunka Gakuen University)
“Towards the Renunciation of War in International Society: the Nation State, Regional Integration and World Government”

Discussant:

KIKKAWA Gen (Sophia University)
MIKAMI Takanori (Hirosima Shudo University)